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Abstract— Biology and genomics in the near future will play

a major role in day to day activities related with health. Today

biologists and doctors work together in order to decode and

analyze large amount of data extracted from the DNA anal-

ysis of proteins. Advanced health applications will be needed

in order to store, retrieve, process the large amount of data –

being produced today by genomics and bioinformatics anal-

ysis – in order to extract useful results in a reasonable time

frame. In this paper we present the results from our research

regarding the use of grid technologies with health applica-

tions. We present the current status of standardization activi-

ties and working groups, which are currently involved with the

specification of health applications and the standardization of

needed components such us security, functionality, etc., which

are being introduced by the use of grid technologies.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we investigate the current status regarding the

use of grid technologies in health applications. We be-

gin by giving a definition of grid and describing the basic

types of grid and some of current practical implementa-

tions. Afterwards we present the main reasons for using

grid technologies in health applications and we present also

the most important issues for health applications. The sec-

ond part of this paper, present three examples of health

application incorporating the use of grid technology, more

specifically we present the use of grid for medical imaging

and analysis, grid enabled pharmaceutical R&D and grid

and genomic medicine. The third part of this paper present

the overall conclusions related with health applications and

grid technologies.

2. What is grid?

Technically speaking we all understand grid as an comput-

ing infrastructure which enables the virtualization of dis-

tributed computing and data resources such as processing,

network bandwidth and storage capacity to create a sin-

gle system image, granting users and applications seamless

access to vast IT capabilities [1–3]. Just as an Internet

user which views a unified instance of content via the web,

a grid user essentially will see a single, large virtual com-

puter. At its core, grid computing is based on an open set

of standards and protocols, e.g., open grid services archi-

tecture (OGSA), that enable communication across hetero-

geneous, geographically dispersed environments. With grid

computing, organizations can optimize computing and data

resources, pool them for large capacity workloads, share

them across networks and enable collaboration.

Today grid is not a revolution (like the Internet) it is a kind

of a latest and most complete evolution of familiar develop-

ments such us distributed computing, the web, peer-to-peer

computing and virtualization technologies. This evolution

was a natural next step due to the increase use of infor-

mation technology on every aspect of our life. The grid

paradigm offers CPU and data handling capabilities to the

user, the same way that today we consume electric en-

ergy. Grids use a middleware to interconnect computers

so they are able to exchange information without interven-

tion of the user. This differs from the Internet where the

user has to choose on which machine he wants to connect

and which information he wants to retrieve among the ones

available.

On a grid, the exchange of information between computers

is hidden from the user. High level services (resource bro-

ker, distributed file system. . .) hide the underlying infras-

tructure required to respond to the user requests. This trans-

parency from the user point of view requires an extra layer

of software, called middleware. Beside research projects

dedicated to developing new middlewares or enhancing the

performances of the existing ones, grids should be deployed

to address the needs of the biomedical community using the

state of the art of the middleware technology.

Fig. 1. Grid evolution.

In the above diagram (Fig. 1) the relation between the scale

of application complexity and the evolution of program-

ming is given. During the 70’s structured programming

was appropriate for the small application complexity, with
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the introduction of client server applications during the 80’s

and the need for more managed applications. Object ori-

ented programming was introduced with the first remote

communication between applications processes. During

the 90’s the application complexity was increased further

and multi-tier server side applications where introduced,

the component programming and the standardization for

components developments has taken place. During the

last years the application complexity has increased result-

ing on increased need for processing power and flexible

data/content management, the grid computing with the par-

allel help from evolutions in data communications and in-

tegrated circuits technologies seem to be the main player.

2.1. Grid types

Currently grids can be classified into three categories, com-

putational, content and collaborative grids [4]. The goal of

a computational grid is to create a virtual supercomputer,

which dynamically aggregates the power of a large num-

ber of individual computers in order to provide a platform

for advanced high-performance and/or high-throughput ap-

plications that could not be tackled by a single system.

Content grids include data and information or knowledge

grids. Data grids focus on the sharing of vast quantities

of data while information and knowledge grids extend the

capabilities of data grids by providing support for data cat-

egorization, information discovery, and knowledge sharing

and reuse. It must be noted here that the grid-enabled ap-

plication service providers approach combines aspects from

both of computational and content grids to provide appro-

priate services to users or a grid application environment.

The last type collaborative grids establish a virtual environ-

ment, which enables geographically dispersed individuals

or groups of people to cooperate, as they pursue common

goals. Collaborative grid technologies also enable the re-

alization of virtual laboratories or the remote control and

management of equipment, sensors, and instruments. Cur-

rently example of collaborative grids can be found mainly

in car and airplane industries but in the future it is esti-

mated that can be found for health sector, an example could

be the setting of a virtual laboratory for fighting viruses

(i.e., SARS virus last year).

2.2. Are grid’s practical enough?

This is a question made by major businessmen which like to

invest in grids to play roles such us grid application service

providers, today the opportunity exists to begin providing

practical grids, everyday we witness dramatic increases in

a wide range of areas such VLSI technology, data commu-

nications (increased bandwidth), storage technology and re-

cently in health care devices. The continuous cost decrease,

has been the main factor for increased interest today in the

implementation of grids. It is not surprisingly that grid

farms can be build for less than 100 000 € immediately ac-

cessible by everyone having an xDSL connection or even

from a WLAN network.

But the above advantages are not enough, grid vision

(namely the vision of large scale resource sharing) has not

yet become a reality, from our research the following main

reasons were identified:

– the lack of commonly accepted standards (for man-

agement, for service development, for power access-

ing);

– the diversity and fragmentation of available grid mid-

dleware, tools and services.

Even if the solution is not available today, we estimate

based on our research that the vision will be achieved in the

next two to five years, not only for government grids. The

reason for this conclusion is simple, major companies and

institutes have identified grid as the way forward in order

to handle the extremely complicated processing needs of

the 21st century. This has resulted in two main middleware

for grid implementations, the globus toolkit [5, 6] (used

by more than 20 existing project currently and has been

voted as the most preferable) and unicore. Additionally the

need for standards, resulted major companies to support ac-

tively the global grid forum (GGF) and it is reasonable to

say that soon commonly accepted standards will be avail-

able. An example is the open grid services architecture

approach with support from the largest server vendors like

IBM, Oracle Sun and Microsoft. The open grid services ar-

chitecture approach combines perfectly web services with

grid solutions and it is estimated to increase in the next

years the involvement of 3rd party software providers to

produce grid targeted software.

2.3. Health applications

After having described grid, in this section we explain the

reasons why health applications are stongly related with

grid technologies. Before continuing it is usefull to present

some facts regarding modern health applications. First it is

well known that health applications are characterized by

the availability of large amount of data (clinical, genomic,

proteomic, etc.) which are additionally found in hetero-

geneous sources and formats. The last four years, we are

witnessing a rapid progress in fields such as computer based

drug design, medical imaging and medical simulations, this

progress has lead to a growing demand for large computa-

tional power and easy accessibility to heterogeneous data

sources in the health domains.

Modern health applications include also research from large

biology and bioinformatics teams spread all over the world

currently located on large research centers with the target

to be located in hospitals. The true success for this new

approach (biomedicine) will be if every biologist has im-

mediate access to processing power in order to treat im-

mediately their patients. With the introduction of medical

imaging in modern hospitals there a growing need for large

computations analysis of 2D, 3D and 4D images, pattern

matching and other complex software applications [7].
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Health grids are grid infrastructures comprising applica-

tions, services or middleware components that deal with

the specific problems arising in the processing of medical

data. Resources in health grids are databases, computing

power, medical expertise and even medical devices. Health

grids are thus closely related to e-health. Although the ul-

timate goal for e-health in Europe would be the creation of

a single health grid, i.e., a grid comprising all e-health re-

sources, naturally including security and authorisation fea-

tures to handle subsidiarity of independent nodes of the

health grid, the development path will mostly likely include

a set of specific health grids with progressive inter-grid in-

teraction/interoperation capabilities.

From these facts it is obvious that good potential exist for

grid technologies in health applications, In the next years

information technologies will play more and more impor-

tant role, the introduction of bioinformatics applications for

diagnosis and production of personalized therapies is a vi-

sion which is steadily becoming a reality and most probably

will be here to witness it. Based on this facts modern and

future health applications produce the following require-

ments, first there is a strong demand of computing power,

a categorized storage power (including not only data but

also information and knowledge which required some ad-

ditional specialized indexing software) and geographically

distributed information (a recent example is the SARS virus

and it is obvious to understand the importance of having

such infrastructure in such cases). But for all of these to

be successful the most important requirement is to have

transparent and secure access from everywhere, in order to

enable the use by the simple physician and biologist.

In order for grid technologies to be used in order to satisfy

these requirements, existing identified problems in current

grid technologies must be resolved. Firstly the lack of ad-

equate standardized infrastructure, a problem which most

probably will be resolved within the next years with the

global grid forum and the open grid services architecture

which is backed up by industry leaders. Secondly is the

lack of user’s confidence which is strongly related with the

shortage of applications and the lack of investments from

software vendors (a trend which is stopped with the recent

examples from Oracle and IBM).

2.3.1. Health applications needs

From the above thoughts it is obvious that are needs, for ap-

plications dealing with large-sized information processing,

such as medical imaging. Breast cancer imaging has been

the focus of several successful grid projects; and the efforts

have been concentrated on federating and sharing the data

and the implementation of semi-automatic processing tools

that could improve the specificity and sensibility of breast

cancer screening programs [8–12]. Additionally many ef-

forts have been invested to reduce the information needed

to be exchanged and to protect privacy of the information,

such us:

• Applications dealing with person-centric grid for

health approaches, making the information avail-

able to the whole health community (patient, rela-

tives, physicians, nursery. . .) considering always ac-

cess rights and language limitations.

• Applications dealing wit bioinformatics where the

study of the contents and information flow in bio-

logical process and systems requiring large process-

ing powers and with main challenge the development

and maintenance of an infrastructure for the storage,

access, transfer and simulation of biomedical infor-

mation and processes.

• Applications collecting and automatic processing ge-

nomics and post-genomics data around the world,

with immediate availability of the information on all

levels from molecular to population.

All this needs have been discussed thoroughly for the last

two years by major centers all over Europe, the result of all

this discussions is the vision which is presented as a mis-

sion statement on the health grid organizations. The vision

of the health grid [8, 9, 13] is to create, based on the

grid technologies an environment where information at the

5 levels (molecule, cell, tissue, individual, population) can

be associated to provide individualized healthcare.

2.3.2. Health applications features

In order for this vision to be achieved six key features

of health grids have been identified:

• Security, since health grids are more closely related

to data it is important to leverage security up to

a trustworthy level of confidence that could release

a generalized access to data from the outside (see also

below). Due to the fact also that data storage is a re-

sponsibility for hospitals, many business opportuni-

ties can arise from data sharing and the increased

security will also protect investments made.

• Security in grid infrastructures even if it is currently

sufficient for research, in the future it must be im-

proved to ensure privacy of data. Encrypted trans-

mission and storage is not sufficient, integrity of data

and automatic pseudo-anonymisation must be en-

sured to guarantee that data is complete and reliable

and privacy leakages can not appear due to unat-

tended use of the resources.

• Robustness and fault tolerance of grids fits very well

to the needs for “always on” medical applications.

Grid technologies can ease the access to replicated

resources and information, just requiring the user to

have a permanent Internet connection.

• Flexibility is needed for the controlling and managing

the grid infrastructures, the management of resources

should be more precise and dynamic, depending on
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many criteria such as urgency, users’ authorization

or other administrative policies.

• The ability to access health grid resources from ev-

erywhere is very important feature of health grids,

the combination of WLAN’s availability and the evo-

lution of handheld PC’s make this feature increas-

ingly important.

• The standardization of protocols for plug and play

health devices with grid infrastructures is very im-

portant feature since it will minimize the needed time

and make more useful the use of such devices.

2.3.3. EU activities

Europe invests heavily at the moment in health grids, sev-

eral European projects from the 6th framework deal with

health grid approach with several implementations [8]. The

importance of the use of grid technologies in health appli-

cations has been recognized and the most active consortium

in this field is the health grid organization. The first confer-

ence was held in Lyon in 2003 and from this conference the

main mission statement was the development of an intel-

ligent environment that enables ubiquitous management of

citizen’s health status and to assist health professionals in

coping with some major challenges, risk management and

the integration into clinical practice of advances in health

knowledge.

The conference lead to the creation of the health grid asso-

ciation a non-profit research association legally located in

France but formed from a wide community of European re-

searchers and institutions sharing expertise in health grids.

The second conference was held in Clermont-Ferrand this

year with increased participants from all over Europe.

The most recent activity was to publish the HealthGrid

White Paper which can be downloaded from the health

grid website.

2.4. Examples of health applications with grid

After we have described the main needs of health appli-

cations and the solutions which can be provided by grids,

in his section we will present some examples of health ap-

plications with grid technologies. The selected applications

are:

– medical imaging and analysis;

– pharmaceutical R&D grid enabled applications;

– genomic medicine applications.

2.4.1. Medical imaging and analysis

Medical imaging has been one of science’s greatest contri-

butions to medicine. It has evolved over a century, from

the earliest X-rays to the latest developments in func-

tional MRI, to become one of the principal tools of the

physician in diagnosis, therapy, and research. This field

has been evolved due to IT technologies which resulted,

in a growing range of available data available to the clin-

ician, from X-ray (currently increasingly digital to ultra-

sounds, scans, etc.). Additionally due to the evolution in

data communication with the introduction of high band-

width systems for picture archiving and communications

there is a trend of increasing use in digital format, as a re-

sult several picture archiving and communication systems

(PACS) have been deployed in hospitals, but today systems

suffer many limitations. As an example most of the time

these systems are not connected with the hospital admin-

istrative information systems, and they are often propri-

etary solutions of medical imaging companies due to the

absence of open standards to ease communication between

different PACS. Additionally most of that system doesn’t

ensure security and confidentiality of personal data, the

solution for the above is the use of a standardized data-

grid supporting distributed and mass storage of data, and

a standardized middleware could provide access via web

services.

Beside the medical imaging (storing, archiving the image

data) another important aspect is the medical image pro-

cessing, computerized medical image analysis algorithms

have been developed for two decades or so grid technolo-

gies will offer an access to large processing power suited

to processing full datasets in reasonable time, compatible

with the needs for experiencing new algorithms. Grid tech-

nologies will also ease the sharing of algorithms developed

by different research groups thus encouraging comparative

studies. Based on the above grid technologies are expected

to boost the production of medical image analysis algo-

rithms and to facilitate their quality improvement.

Medical imaging has been one of science’s greatest contri-

butions to medicine. It has evolved over a century, from

the earliest X-rays to the latest developments in functional

MRI, to become one of the principal tools of the physician

in diagnosis, therapy, and research. As with imaging in any

other field, doctors have to apply very subtle knowledge and

skill in interpreting the images they make. This can be im-

proved by providing them with greater access to images and

associated histories, with standards, with quality processes

and with better and broader-based training.

2.4.2. Grid enabled pharmaceutical R&D

Our second example includes grid enabled pharmaceu-

tical R&D, in general pharmaceutical R&D combines

the utilization of diverse and complex information includ-

ing:

– chemical identities;

– biological sequences, structures;

– genomic, toxicological and clinical trials patient data.
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Most advanced current modern pharmaceutical develop-

ments include billion character long encoded sequences:

full text scientific reports and millions of records of pre-

scriptions and physician encounter re-imbursements.

It is obvious that all the above yield technical challenges

in several fields such us knowledge representation and in-

tegration, distributed systems search and access control,

data mining and knowledge management, real-time model-

ing and simulations, algorithm development and of course

computational complexity.

Grid seems to be an optimum solution for pharmas, pro-

viding extremely large CPU power to perform computing

intense tasks in a transparent way by means of an automated

job submission and distribution facility. Grids could pro-

vide transparent and secure access to storage and archiving

of large amount of data in an automated and self organized

mode. Additionally grids could be used as a framework

for connecting and analyzing structures data and informa-

tion in a transparent mode according to pre-defined rules.

Combining all these it is realistic to say that pharmaceuti-

cal grids could open the perspective of cheaper and faster

drug development and in the near future of personalized

medicine.

2.4.3. Grid and genomic medicine

Our third and last example describes a scenario with grid

and genomic medicine. Genomic medicine as all current

innovative health technologies, include diverse and complex

information, such information are genomic and proteomics

information:

– information describing relationships between geno-

type, phenotype and environmental parameters;

– use and integration of data for populations, diseases,

patients along with genomics and post genomics

data.

Of course the availability of such information is only the

one part; the other is that this care delivery must be em-

powered by knowledge intensive tools, assisting the profes-

sional with integrated view of a patient’s conditions. Again

grids can provide solution in several ways, firstly grid en-

abled infrastructures for life sciences and care provision

can catalyze the use of common practices in a domain that

is highly fragmented. Secondly biomedical grids can de-

liver secure distributed platforms for health applications.

As a result the contribution of grid technology could help

genomic medicine realization with:

– the development of models and digital simulations of

cells and diseases;

– improved biomedical knowledge management;

– introduction of advanced techniques such us molec-

ular imaging;

– genetic epidemiology.

Combined all these will increase the development of tools

for supporting clinical decision making.

3. Conclusions

In this paper we presented the status of the use of grid

technologies in health care applications. Our research was

aimed first to identify the current status of grid technolo-

gies, and secondly to investigate the possible use of grid

technologies in health applications. From our research,

the first finding was the fact that currently a strong need

exist of immediate access to high processing power and

transparent data storage in health related applications. The

advances in the genomic and bioinformatics industry soon

will result on even more increased need for processing and

data retrieval.

From our research we concluded that current grid tech-

nologies are not yet matured for immediate use in health

applications, mainly due to the lack of commonly accepted

standards for several aspects such us security, management,

application development, health devices integration, and

the diversity and fragmentation of available grid middle-

ware, tools and services. Today in the EU several activities

and EU funded projects are working towards to overpass

those obstacles. Based on the current activities from our

research we estimate that in the next two to five years grid

technologies will be mature enough, mainly due to the ac-

tivities taken from global grid forum, which is one of the

most active standardization bodies which are driving global

standardization efforts for grid services, protocols, and in-

terfaces.

Another important fact which was also identified from

our research is the open source community which helps

the faster adaptation of standards between the communi-

ties. Currently several grid solutions exist (with the most

known the open globus toolkit) for the establishment of

open source based grid services.

Additionally another fact which also increases our ap-

proach is the the combination of grids with web ser-

vices and Java/XML based middleware utilizing technolo-

gies such us WSDL. We believe that the above mentioned

activities and facts about current grid standardization ac-

tivities will increase dramatically the development of grid

applications in general and more specifically for health

applications.

As a final conclusion, from our research and based on the

above mentioned facts, it is clear that Europe invest heavily

at the moment in health grids with several european projects

from the 6th framework dealing with health grid approach

with several implementations.

The importance of the use of grid technologies in health

applications has been recognized and in Europe the most

active consortium in this field is the health grid organiza-

tion, which attempts to define health applications involv-

ing grid technologies and proceed to test trials in cooper-

ation with European Union research projects. The major
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result from these activities is the HealthGrid White Pa-

per available from the health grid website, which present

several initial health applications involving grid tech-

nologies.
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